the writer outline a different type of hero, define his place in history. In the prose at the turn of the 20 th -21 st centuries there remains a possibility of the idyllic type of hero embodiment along with the "borderline" ones (Balashova, 2009; Kovtun, 2011) .
Theoretical prerequisites
There are two fundamental conceptions of space-and-time in literary theory. The first dates back to M.M. Bakhtin's idea, who argues that "time is the leading principle in chronotope" (Bakhtin, 1975: 235) . Iu.M. Lotman's position is different from this idea. He insists that "even temporary modeling is often a secondary superstructure of spatial language" (Lotman, 1988: 293) Attitude to time is one of the most important aesthetic principles of the Russian "village prose" (Porte, 2004: 69) . Several types of time are characteristic for "classical" traditionalism. Cyclic time (or folk-mythological time, according to M. Bakhtin) is obviously one of the leading types (Kovtun, 2009: 207-260) . Historical time is typical of the village prose writers' earliest texts (the works of the "Ovechkin" period) and partly of their mature prose. Biographical time is very important in the traditionalists' literary texts (Stepanova, 2016: 160) . K. Parte singles by the author (Parte, 2004: 70-71 ("Farewell to Matyora"), "Pozhar" ("Fire"))
are especially convincing in this respect. Such temporary situation is reflected in certain texts by the neo-traditionalist writers ("Eltyshevy"
("The Eltyshevs"), "Zona zatopleniia" ("Flood
Plane") by R. Senchin, "Zatonuvshii Kovcheg"
("The Sunken Ark") by A. Varlamov, "Konets veka" ("The End of the Century") by O. Pavlov, ("Babushkin spirt") "Grandmother's Alcohol", "Ledokhod" ("Ice Drift"), "Stroika Bani"
("Construction of Banya") by M. Tarkovsky).
Problem statement
The subject of our study will be the artistic The Grandmother worries about her son, who lapsed into "drunken numbness", and grieves for her unlucky daughter Gal'ka, a "sottish and idle girl" (Rusakov, 2004: 3) . Yet, all her heart mostly aches for her grandson Kol'ka who had been "powerfully and forever vaccinated" from illfated vodka since his childhood. The split of the village space into two camps -that of the sober and that of the drunken (which are relatively similar to heaven and hell), where "one group plow on one side, yet the others couldn't care less on the other side" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 252) , the ones survive at the expense of the others, -is due to the destruction of the traditions, a former way of life. from bottomless antiquity to mourn and read the funeral service to our stupid time" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 116) . The holy fool's "lamentation" (when the heroes have a heart-to-heart talk and Van'ka refuses to take money for his work on house construction) turns into atonement. "Foundation" (Kovtun, 2013: 17-26) .
Mystery time

Idyllic time
It is idyllic time that should be stated in M.A. Tarkovsky So, for example, father Ivanych in "Construction of Banya", the writer's key story, gets into an argument with his son and blames him: "What a man you are if you can't do anything", thus believing that "freedom is when one can do everything and isn't dependent on anyone" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 237) .
Tarkovsky attaches great artistic value to the heroes' taiga life. He describes tools, specialpurpose machines, boats, ski climbers, various hunting guns. All these are not only poeticized by the him, but attributed a high aesthetic value.
Tarkovsky's muzhiks as if "return the items their original holy functional value, which is in helping a man in cognizing and further creation of the world", they "strive for perfection in mastering the skill" (Mitrofanova, 2009: 436) .
Analyzing M. Tarkovsky's artistic creativity, I.A. Kargashin, his prose researcher, notes that "it is neither a "twist" of the plot, nor a chain of fictional events that strike, but everyday life, routine life in the world of nature and labour" (Kargashin, 2013: 206) . The main task for
Tarkovsky's hero is to hunt an animal, choose the right net for fishing, chop firewood for the winter, fetch water, feed the dogs. It is clear that the writer considers the process of work to be significant. Its result is also viewed as no less important. In the stories we come across with the fact that the hero hews the boat from aspen, lays the foundation, builds houses and banyas (bath houses), binds rafts, puts traps, fabricates the animals' skin, etc.
Taiga becomes the idyllic chronotope where the hero is destined to be reborn, find his destiny. They view the time of their lives as a "slippery plane which is impossible to drive a crowbar into or catch a hold of no matter how you try"
Psychological time
("S Vysoty" ("From the Height")) or "some messy electric train" ("Lerochka" ("Dear Lera")) (Beliaeva, 2009: 129) .
Quite an interesting time technique is used by M.A. Tarkovsky There is a symbolic transition in the story, the transition being the hero's transformation -the mother as if gives communion to a hero with a spoon of fish-soup, prepares him to a righteous life.
It is not coincidentally that the writer effectively ties the Lad's fate with the image of the Yenisei river in the end of the story. It is the Yenisei "from which we take the example, equal our life like a barge board, and learn to overcome melancholy and illness, endure, tolerate drinking bouts as bad weather, return to life, breathe <...>" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 237) .
Conclusion
Artistic time in some of the writer's texts has a plot-forming value ("Zamorozhennoe vremia" 
